“higher-grade than friend” condition perceived the instructor to be a little less fair, but still scored highly. By contrast, respondents in the “lower-grade than friend” condition perceived the instructor to be an unfair grader. Note that all of the respondents in all of the scenario conditions received exactly the same grade, a B.

Respondents felt the instructor had the best impression of them in the “lower grade than friend but higher overall B+ grade” condition. Respondents in the “same grade and higher grade than friend” conditions perceived the instructor to have not quite as good an impression of them, but it was still relatively good. Respondents in the “lower-grade than friends” condition perceived the instructor to have the worst impression of them, worse than those in the other conditions by a significant margin. Results also show that negative emotions such as longing and loss were felt the most in the “lower-grade than friend” condition.

ANCOVA results revealed that those respondents high in self-efficacy may be the ones to react most strongly to grade comparisons. For low self-esteem students, there were minor differences between the conditions for perceived fairness of the instructor. Perceived fairness was significantly lower in the “higher grade than friend” condition, but similar in the other conditions. By contrast, perceived fairness of the instructor is quite a bit lower in the same grade and lower grade conditions than in the “higher grade than friend” and “lower grade than friend but higher overall B+ grade” conditions.

**Value to Marketing Education:**
This study makes several theoretical contributions to the extant literature. First, this study provides empirical evidence and insights into how student grade comparison may be a major potential driver of student dissatisfaction with and complaints about unfair grading. Second, it fills a literature void in applying relative deprivation to examine the impact of student grade comparison on perception of grade fairness and the results confirm the differential impact of grade comparisons on student reactions such as perceived grade fairness. Third, grade comparisons were found to also influence student perception of instructor impressions of their performance as well as their emotions. Fourth, self-efficacy plays a significant moderating role in the relation between grade comparison and perceived grade fairness, as well perceived instructor impression of students. The findings provide fresh insights on potential actions instructors could use to handle student complaints about unfair grading.
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**Purpose of the study:**
Teaching through case studies is widely used by marketing and strategy instructors as it is a form of action learning that develops students’ hard and soft skills. However, case study writing has been far less used as a teaching method. This paper analyzes this teaching approach applied to a marketing course in a master program specialized in entrepreneurship. In this research, students were asked to write a case study based on a real life company facing a real life issue. They were also asked to prepare a teaching note to highlight the learning objective, suggest interesting questions to be asked during the case discussion, describe the issue and the lessons that can be learned from the case study. Data has been collected from the summative and formal evaluation communicated to the students at the end of the class. These evaluations are made of quantitative assessments, based on a 1 to 5 scale and of qualitative comments meant to be argumentative.

This paper will start by reviewing the literature about the case study method and case study writing. Then, it will introduce our approach using case study writing as a teaching method in our entrepreneurship program. Finally, it will summarize the results of our quantitative and qualitative analysis, in order to discuss the difficulties faced by the students and the challenges that still need to be overcome.

**Method / Design and Sample:**
The class “Case study writing” takes place at the 3rd semester (4-semester program) of an MSc in Entrepreneurship. It starts with a 3-hour session lecture and exercises about case study writing. Students have to work in groups of 3 and to choose a company which is an SME or a start-up operating in Switzerland and facing an internationalization issue. Two months into the course, the students have to make an intermediary presentation of the company, the issue and the focal point they chose to work on. A jury of 3 professors asks questions and gives tips about future directions of the work. Two months later, each group presents the final work and hand in a written case study, a teaching note and optionally, additional material (e.g. brochures, videos, samples,…).

The case study and the teaching note are assessed based on multiple criteria (see exhibit 1). The evaluation is based on a 1 to 5 scale. Comments are added when appropriate. A total of 41 case studies was analyzed. They cover a whole range of industries (e.g. F&B, IT, consulting, e-commerce, measurement instruments, logistics,…). They were written between 2014 and 2018.

All the grades were computed in order to calculate averages and standard deviations, as well as median and quartiles.

The coding of the comments was conducted using Nvivo. Based on a set of labels that were extracted from the literature review as well as from the structure of the evaluation form

**Results**
The research results suggest that although students struggled with some aspects of this exercise, they mostly handed out better case studies than teaching notes. They also found this exercise quite interesting, especially the connection between practice and theory that it provided.
The coaching job seems to be effective - with a good prior work of choice of business and issue by the students. This provides, in the end, case studies that can be seen as globally good. However, students struggled on the finalization, in particular regarding the lessons to be drawn from the use of their case study, the choice of a good theoretical framework and the preparation of a good teaching note.

When coding, it was not always easy for the researchers to link the codes that were essentially chosen based on the literature, with the comments of the evaluators. Based on the results obtained and analyzed, as well as on an experience of several years, it appears that it might be appropriate, at this stage, to adapt the evaluation grid accordingly.

In the revision of the grid we recommend distinguishing between satisfiers and dissatisfiers, to emphasize the criteria that, if not achieved, strongly undermine the value of the case study, as well as the criteria that merely bring a plus, a "nice to have".

Value to Marketing Education:
This research shows that case study writing is an interesting approach for teaching marketing: The written report helps enhance logical structuring, written presentation as well as writing in a concise and factual way. The content in itself teaches interviewing skills as well as the ability to link interviewee statements to other sources. Case study writing also forces students to identify relevant issues facing the target company. Lastly, when students write the teaching note, they learn how to suggest theoretical frameworks to solve the issue at hand and to identify the lessons to be learned from the case.

A subsequent discussion with the students involved in these case study writings, showed that they found this exercise quite different from what they are used to do in other classes. They found the connection between theory and practice particularly interesting and recommended emphasizing this aspect during the lecture. They also said that this was a good preparation for their Master Thesis.
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Abstract

Recent college graduates eagerly seek to find their first professional roles. Frequently, they find entry-level opportunities in marketing, sales, management, or finance/accounting. What the content of these job postings convey to their target market directly influences who applies and ultimately who inhabits these organizational roles. The bias against women in entry-level sales